Saturday Night Live — Intro
This document is the introduction to the Saturday Night Live puzzle set. It’s not a puzzle.
You may have more fun with the puzzles if you have a bit of familiarity with the sketches their titles come from. Such
familiarity is never necessary for solving, but may sometimes help you figure things out faster.
Fortunately, the sketches are short and generally findable online as videos and/or transcripts. Below are some links to
videos; the more time has passed since May 2018 the less likely these links still work.
See the next page for well-deserved acknowledgments of people who helped me write these puzzles.

Bass-O-Matic http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/bassomatic/n8631?snl=1
Celebrity Jeopardy! http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/jeopardy/n11411?snl=1
Colon Blow http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/colon-blow/3506012?snl=1
Jon Bovi http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/update-jon-bovi/n12454?snl=1
The Californians http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/the-californians/n13474?snl=1
Tom Brokaw Pre-Tapes http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/tom-brokaw-pre-tapes/n10894?snl=1
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I’d like to express my great thanks to the following people for all their help with this puzzle set.
I especially want to thank my mentors, Donna Whitlock and Jeff Phillips, for their extensive guidance. They discussed early
ideas me, playtested first drafts, suggested improvements, carefully searched for errors, and consulted on the many
changes I wanted to make. All of this was extremely helpful in crafting the puzzles as they are today.
Thanks also to all the Puzzle Hunt organizers for volunteering their time and effort to run the overall event that this puzzle
set was part of.
Finally, tremendous thanks to the playtesters whose invaluable feedback helped dramatically improve the puzzles. They’re
the members of the seven beta-testing teams, plus the following people who graciously accepted my personal requests to
playtest puzzles at other stages of development:
Adriana Szekeres
Alivia Lawrence
Amar Phanishayee
Andy Latto
Anna Kornfeld Simpson
Brian Delfs
Bryan Parno
Chris Shabsin
Connie Wan
Dana Scott
David Lorch
David Shukan
Denis Moskowitz
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Dick Plotz
Doug Orleans
Edward Zhang
Elizabeth Boomer
Ellis Michael
Greg Cooper
Jacob Nelson
Jason Boomer
JC Chupack
Jennifer Blomquist
Kim Wallmark
Kyle Ingols
Lance Nathan
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Laura Trutoiu
Melissa Chase
Mike Dashow
Naveen Kr. Sharma
Niel Lebeck
Rohin Shah
Scott Blomquist
Scott Chupack
Scott Figgins
Sean Osborn
Sylvia Williams
Talia Dashow
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